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Type R.ADHO
Fiber optic pilot wire
Differential relay

(850364)

GENERAL The RADHO is a high speed fiber optic differential relay for
protection of two-terminal short to medium length cables or
overhead lines.

The system consists of asensing relay at each of the two terminals,
used in a bridge configuration to develop the needed sense for
internaI and externaI fallIts. The three phase currents are converted
to a single ph ase quantity in a summation type current transformer.

The time-proven balanced bridge measuring principle allows both
terminals to trip simultaneously, regardless of fallIt current
distribution. Therefore, the RADHO is also suitable for applications
with one weak infeed terminal.

The fiber optic communication system which is incorporated in the
RADHO relay includes a fast channel supervision function. This
continuously monitors the entire communications link, including
power supplies at transmitter and receiver, the optical emitter and
detector and associated electronics and the optical fiber, itself.

This supervision function detects a channel problem within 2 ms and
immediately clamps to prevent tripping.

Direct transfer tripping function is also included.

The dielectric property of the optic fiber provides complete electrical
isolation as weIl as interference-free signaIling.
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This provides total imrnunity from GPR (ground potential rise),
longitudinal induction, differential mode noise coupling and
high-voltage hazards to personnel safety. This freedom from the
traditionaI problems of metallic pilot wires is a great advantage
which is obtained when using fiber optics for current differential
relaying.

The RADHO may be usedl with fiber that is specified for either
850 nm or 1300 nm wavelength. If the fiber is "double-window"
(specified at both 850 nm and 1300 nm), then a Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (WDM) application is possible. With optical coupIers
and decoupIers, the RADHO can communicate via a direct, all-
optical medium at 1300 nm while over the same fiber pair and at the
very same time, non-protective functions, including very-high-bit-
rate computer data, can be time division multiplexed at 850 nm
wavelength.

It is possible to apply RADHO initiallyover copper pilot wire, with
future conversion to fiber. When used with copper pilot wire,
additionaI fault detectors, channel supervision equipment and
isolating transformers may be required.

RADHO completed with over-current relays for release and
time-delayed back-up protection function is also available.
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OPERAnON The theory of operation of the differential relay RADHO is
explained with reference to the simplified schematic diagram in
Fig. 1 below.

R S T

1R Frequency-to-Current Converter
Z Resistor 500 ohms
MR Resistor 470 ohms
V IF Resistor 30 ohms
LED Resistor 2.7 kohms
PVf Capacitor, 0.68 J.LF

Fig. 1 Simplified schema tic diagram for RAD H O

Fil
Rl
R2
RJ
~
C

Summation Ttansfomler
Zener Diodes
Measuring Relay
Voltage-Frequency Converter
light Source
light Sensing Detector

N orma} service A balanced 3-phase through current gives the following secondary
currents:

NI + N2,

1920
Ju = JlB = JR'

since
---
IR + Is + IT = O

The summation transformer with rated current In = 5 A has the
following tum ratios:

NI = 4 t N2 = 4 t N3 = 12 t N4 = 960 t

Hence, for balanced 3-phase secondary current 5 A:

Iu = Im = (4 + 4)"5
1920 +

4'51920 (- 0.5 -j 0.866) = 0.018 A
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The voltage-to-frequency converter (V IF) for RADHO in station A
receives a voltage which is proportional to the current IlA. Via the
optical fiber link and the frequency-to-current converter (Fil) of
RADHO in station B, the current I'lA, equal to IlA in magnitude and
with onlyasmall phase angle shiit ( -5°) is injected in RADHO for
station B. Similarly, a curl:ent Im, equal to I'm in magnitude and
only with a small phase angle shiit is injected in RADHO for station
A

Hence, in cage of through currents which are equal in stations A and
B, the secondary currents IlA and Im are equal, and the currents I2A
and Im have the same ma,gnitude and only a phase angle difference
of about 50 relative the Ctlrrents IlA and Im. The current through the
measuring relay (MR) will be negligible.

Interna! fau!t The measuring felar MR operates when the felar current is
10-11 mA The currents and voltages in the measuring circuit at
relay operating point in case of internaI fault and equal infeed from
both sides are shown in Fig. 2. Since the currents are equal in
magnitud e in both relays, the diagram shows the currents only for
the felar in station A

Fig. 2 Currents and voltages at double-end-infeed.

The total secondary operatjing current for internaI 3-phase fallIts
with equal infeed from both sides becomes

960(9.9 + j 3.3) + 960(-1.1 + j 3.3).10-3Itotol = 2" Iop = 2' 8 + 4(-0.5 -j 0.866)

= 3.05 A = 61% of rated secondary current

The above figures are the theoretical values, used to explain the
function of the circuitry. Due to magnetizing currents and a 50 phase
angle difference between the currents IlA and IZA, the actual figures
are slightly different.

The theoretical currents and voltages in the measuring circuits at the
operating value for the diff. relay in cage of an internaI fault and
single-end infeed are ShOWIl in Fig. 3. Also here, the actual values
are slightly different due to magnetizing currents and phase angle
differences.
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3 Current and voltages in case of single-end infeed

The 3-phase operating se(:ondary current becomes

1 = (14.5 + j 6.0). 960 + (3.5 + j 6.0). 960. 10-3 = 3.01 A
op 8 + 4(- 0.5 -j 0.866)

= 60% of rate d secondary current.

DESIGN
Hardware description 101 107 113 125 133 139 144147150 153

RGOA
060

RTXP 18

r--~~, "'"
AG KL AGGE AGAC AGG F AGAD
060 050 030 030 030

RXTU(321H RXDHL 4 RXMS 1

Fig. 4 Physicallay-out of the R4DHO relay

Test switch RTXP 18
(pus 101)

The test switch type RTXP 18 is included in the testing system
COMBITEST. When the test plug handle is inserted in the test
switch, the tripping circuits are first opened and then the current
transformer circuits are short circuited.

The current in phases R and S and in the neutral can be measured
during operation with an ammeter test plug type RTXM. The
tripping circuits can be bloc:ked with trip-block plug type RTXB and
the differential relay can be totally blocked at the local end with a
block-plug handle type RTXF 18.

Note! The auxiliary voltage should be switched off temporarily before
the test handle is inserted. Otherwise, unwanted operation of
the felar at the other end can occur. Further instructions are
given under "Testing" below.
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Connections to current transformers and the tripping circuits are
made on the rear of the test switch. Connection to contacts providing
signal at operation or at loss of auxiliary supply is don e directly on
the terminal bases for the relays and the dc-dc-converter.

Dc-dc converter RXTUG 21H
(pos 107) The dc-dc converter type RXTUG 21H converts the supplied battery

voltage to an altemating voltage which is then transformed, rectified,
! and smoothed to another direct volta ge (:!: 12V). The available

auxiliary voltage is in that war adapted to the measuring unit. In
edition, the input and output voltages will be galvanically separate d
in the transformer unit which contributes to damping possible
transients in the auxiliary 'voltage supply to the measuring unit. The
converter has a built-in a1ooliary felar for supervision of the output
voltage.

Measuring unit RXDHL 4
(pas 113) The measuring unit RXDHL 4 includes a rectifier bridge, voltage

regulating di odes, resistors, an output felar and a flag indicator. All
the circuits have a dielectric strength exceeding 5 kV between the
contacts and the measuring circuit. The output felar, which is
supplied via the rectifier bridge, has three make contacts, one of
these is used in the supply circuit of the flag indicator, the latter of
which can be reset manually with a knob in the cover of the unit or
electrically with a separate pushbutton. The unit also includes
padding resistors which are set to 467 ohms by aids of two pins
located at the front of the unit.

A short-circuiting connector of tyre RTXK is fitted to the rear of the
unit's terminal base. This a.utomatically short circuits the secondary
circuit of the summation transformer when the measuring unit is
removed.

llipping relays RXMS 1
(pos 125 and 325) The operate time of the RXMS 1 tripping relays is 5-5.5 ms. The

relays are supplied with di odes for drop-out delar. RXMS 1, ros 125
is the output relay for the differential measuring unit RXDHL 4, and
relay RXMS 1, ros 325 operates when the direct transfer trip (DTf)
function is activated from the other line end.

Summation transformer SLCE 8
The summation transformer tyre SLCE 8 is mounted at the rear of

\ the relay unit.

The transformer has a diele,ctric strength ~5 kV between the primary
and secondary terminals arud between the secondary terminals and
the core of the transformer.
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RADHO with o/c back-up relays
i RADHO can easily be completed with over-current relays with

instantaneous function for o/c release of the differential trip function
and time-delayed differerltial relay back-up. The terminal diagram
on p. 20 shows RADHO completed with a standard 3-phase o/c
relay with current measuring units type RXIG 21, timer type
RXKE 1 and trip relay RXME 18 with target.

Current relays RXIG 21
The instantaneous over- amd undercurrent relays RXIG 21 are
virtually insensitive to the dc component of s/c currents and have
resetting ratio > 97% for overcurrent. The operating time is 30 ms
at 2.5 x set operate value.

Timer RXKE 1
The RXKE 1 timer is a pil:kup time-delar relay with continuous
setting range 20 ms to 99 !;.

\ 1iip relay RXME 18
The RXME 18 relay is provided with strong contacts and hand reset
target.

COMMUNICATIONS AND INTERFACE EQUIPMENT
The relay seats 133-159 are occupied by the input/output amplifier
and the fiber optic communications equipment. The functioning of
this equipment is briefly described in the section OPERATION,
pp9-12.

Input unit RGKL 060
(pos 133)

In addition to interface relays, filters and protective circuits, the unit
contains a switched converter which transforms the supply voltage
from! 12 V to ! 50 V which is required for the current amplifier in
unit RGGE 050.. The interface relays have the following functions:

...

Trip output from the differential relay (CDT)
Direct transfer trip output (DlT)
Alarm for loss of auxiliary voltage (LDC)

Target relays for the CDT, DTf and LDC functions are allocated on
the front of the unit.

The trip functions also acti,rate light emitting di odes (LED's) on the
front.

The targets are reset by aids of the reset push-button on the front of
the unit.

The unit also contains the 2:.7 kohm resistor of the measuring circuit
(R4 in Fig. 1, p3) and a high frequency filtering capacitor,
C = 0.68 JjF, connected in paralIeI to the resistor.

Amplifier uni t RGGE 050
(pos 139) The amplifier unit contains a differential amplifier for the input

signal from the measuring circuit (VA in Fig. 1) which via the VIP
link is transmitted to the relay at the other line end.
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The unit also contains a current amplifier which transforms a voltage
signal to a proportional current (Im in Fig. 1). The voltage signal is
generated in unit RGAD 030.

The unit also contains logit circuits for blocking of the trip signals,
activated from the d.c. and communications equipment supervision.

A relay which short-circuits the output of the current amplifier when
the guard signal is lost (cfr. Fig. 1) is place d in the unit.

The setting of the direct transfer trip delay is made by aids of a
potentiometer, settable from the front plate of the unit.

Frequency modulator unit RGAC 030
(pos 144) The frequency modulator unit contains the circuits in which the ac

signal from the amplifier unit is converted into a frequency
modulated pulse train. It aJso contains circuits for the frequency shift
of the pulse train when tht~ direct transfer trip (send) is activated. A
light emitting diode on the~ front of the unit indicates the activation
of the direct transfer trip (DTr) seDd function.

The circuits for monitoring of the auxiliary voltage are placed in this
unit.

Direct transfer trip unit RGGF 030
(pos 147) The direct transfer trip unit contains circuits for detection of direct

\ transfer trip signals from the other line end and circuits for activation
of the direct transfer trip devices.

light emitting di odes on ttle front of the unit indicate

Reception of direct transfer trip signal (DlT rec)
Presence of auxiliary voJtage (12 V)

..

Frequency demodulator unit RGAD 030
(pos 150) The demodulator unit contains the circuits in which the received

frequency modulated pulse train is demodulated and the transmitted
waveform is reconstructed. It also contains circuits for monitoring of
the transmission signals (carrier and guard).

Green light emitting diodes: on the front of the unit indicate the
reception of carrier and guard signals from the other line end.

Optronic uni t RGQA 060
(pas 153) The optronic (transceiver) unit contains the connectors for the optic

fibers, the circuits for sending optical signals into one of the fibers
and reception and processing of the optic signals received from the

1 other line end.

Different types of transceiver cards are used for 850 nm and
1300 nm operation. The 850 nm transceiver uses a silicon emitter
and detector, whereas the 1300 nm transceiver uses a germanium
emitter and detector.
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Operation of the telecommunications system
In the following, the transmission of the scalar quantities IlA and I1B
by means of the fiber optic frequency modulated communication
system is briefly described with reference to Fig. 5.

The input signal, an ac voltage, which is proportional to the current
IlA resp Im is sensed by a circuit, whose function is to buffer, limit
and amplify the ac wave form, which is then fed to a voltage
controlled square wave oscillator (VCO) through an analog switch.
The VCO generates asymmetrical pulse train modulated through its
50 Hz/60 Hz controi input. An optical isolated direct trip keying
input responds to the command of a fault detector relay contact
closure. The VCO output pulse train switches the fiber optic emitter
between 8 kHz -24 kHz for the 50 Hz/60 Hz pilot signal and
switches to a 4 kHz fixe d frequency during direct transfer trip.

The fiber optic emitter infrared LED (820 nm or 1300 nm) is
enabled by a low voltage monitor circuit which cuts off the power to
the LED during loss of the regulated supply. LED transmission
indicators which follow the switching rate of the emitter are provided
for diagnostic purposes.At the receiver station, the incoming optical
signal is sense d by the fibelL optic detector, and integrated silicon
(850 nm) or germanium (1300 nm) photo diode and amplifier circuit.
The output signal (an attenuated pulse train) is fed to additional
amplifiers, a low pass filter and temperature compensation circuits.

A zero crossing detector senses the amplified pulse train which drives
an FM demodulator operating on the principle of frequency to duty
cycle conversion. The demodulator genera tes a pulse train of twice
the received frequency, whose duty cycle is a linear function of the ac
wave form. The pulse train controis and analog gate which switches
between two reference voltages. This produces an identical output
whose high and low voltages are of precise values. The resultant
output is a pulse train with an average value being a linear function
of the ac wave form. The analog gate output pulse train feeds a
decoder low pass filter, which extracts the average value, thus
recovering the ac wave form.

The filter circuit contribute~; a delar time to the demodulation
process. Due to the high spl~ed of the transmitted signal, the filter is
the only significant delar factor. The delar between transmitted and
received waveform is about 300 j.1S, which amounts to about 50
ph ase shift at 50 Hz.

The fiber optic detector output also is sensed by a levet discrirninator
and zero crossing detector which feeds a frequency counter circuit.
The counter has two logic outputs; ODe of thern indicates the
presence of carrier (frequencies above 2.5 kHz), and the other
indicates presence of guard (frequencies above 6.7 kHz).

A 4 kHz band pass filter is used to detect the presence of the direct
transfer trip signal. The filtered output signal drives aleveI detector
circuit which activates a 2.5 ms pre-trip timer.
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The logi~; circuit combine:s the valid trip signal together with the
guard before trip/trip alter guard information, low voltage monitor,
and carrier detector presence to achieve a high degree of security
and dependability.

The wideband system pro1~des faithful response at the receiver
terminal for power frequencies from O to 1500 Hz. Hence, an exact
replica of the ac wave fonn, including the harmonics contained in the
fallit transients is obtained.

The Fiber Optic PM 1i"an:)ceiver onIy has a 0.3 ros end-to-end delay.
This means that no delay c~quilizers are required to compensate for
channel Qeased line) delay. Also the high speed carrier detector and
power failure monitor all(J~ws margin to block before any false
tripping can occur.

Fig. 5 Block diagram for the fiber optic transmission function
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Frequency modulation of the input voltage
The input voltage from the measuring unit RXDHL is limited to 60

Il volts by the zener diodes Z. The input to the voltage controlled
square wave oscillator is thereby limited to ! 5 volts.

When the modulating signal has zero value, the modulator generates
a fixed center frequency of 16 kHz.

If the input signal assume:) a non zero value, the frequency of the
output shifts away from the center frequency by a certain value,
proportional to the input. Therefore, if the input signal has a varying
value, such as a sinusoidal wave form, the modulator output
frequency will also be vaf)nng, following the instantaneous value of
the input.

With the input limited to :!: 5 V; the output change is limited to
:!: 8 kHz. If a full-swing sine wave is applied to the input, the
modulator would generate a pulse train whose frequency sweeps
from 8 kHz to 24 kHz.

Demodulation of the pulse train
The light pulses which are transmitted by the optical fiber are
reconditioned, amplified and shut to the demodulator at each
zero-crossing, the convert(~r gives an output pulse of duration exactly
12.5 IlS.

A six pole low pass filter is, used to recover the average value of the
pulses from the demodulator.

A filter circuit contributes a delar time to the demodulation process.
Due to the high speed of the transmitted light signal, the filter is the
only significant delar factor. The delar between transmitted and
received wave form is abotlt 0.3 ms, which amounts to about 50
phase shift at 50 Hz.

Carrier and guard Cunctions
\ The received optical pulse train is rnonitored to assure validity of the

decoder outputs.

For this purpose, two overlapping frequency zones are established:

..

The guard zone, which comprises all the frequencies present
during normal, no-fault transmission. The lower boundary is set
to 6.7 kHz
The carrier zone, which comprises all the frequencies present
during all valid transmissions. This zone also comprises the
frequency train during direct transfer trip transmission at 4 kHz.
The lower boundary of this zone is set to 2.5 kHz and the upper
bounda.ry is set to 29 kHz

The frequency counter circuit checks that sufficient amplitude signals
are present in one of the zones.
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Direct transfer trip (DTT) function

~ During normal operation the frequency stays within the boundaries
8 kHz to 24 kHz. When the direct transfer trip is activated, the input

~~'\Ji voltage to the voltage controlled oscillator is shifted to a different, source and a steady state 4 kHz pulse is obtained.

At the receiving end, the ,~ kHz signal is filtered out and sent to a
level detector. When suffi,cient amplitude of 4 kHz frequency is
detected, the following additional conditions have to be fulfilled
before the DU relay can operate:

.Presence of guard (> 6.7 kHz) for at least 100 ms before DU
trip command

.Presence of carrier (2.5-29 kHz) during 2.5 ms

.After loss of guard, the~ valid trip command must be received
within 100 ms

Power supply monitoring
The low voltage monitor operates when the supply rail voltage drops
belows 10.2 V dc (85% of rated voltage).

At the local station the transmitter LED is inhibited together with
the carrier detector and the direct transfer trip output. A 0.5 V dc
hysteresis requires the volt:age to exceed 10.7 V dc to reset the
monitor circuit. The inhibit is not released until 50 ms of reliable
voltage level is established.

The direc1: transfer trip felar in the remote station is blocked 0,2 ms
arter that the transmitter LED in the local station is inhibited. The
measuring felar RXDHL 4 in the remote station becomes
inoperative arter 2 ms when the output of the Fl! converter is
short-circl1ited by a relay contact (see Fig. 1).

Requirements on the optic fibers
The RADHO is designed for 50 JJm care, 125 JJm cladding, grade d

\ index multi mode communication fiber with wavelength 850 nm or
1300 nm.

If the fiber is "double-window" (specified at both 850 nm and
1300 firn), then a Waveleng1:h Division Multiplexing (WDM)
application is possible. With optical coupIers and decoupIers, the
RADHO can communicate via a direct, all-optical medium at 1300
nm while over the same fiber pair and at the very same time,
non-protective functions, including very-high-bit-rate computer
data, can be time division multiplexed at 850 nm wavelength.

On delivery, the RADHO relay is provided with fiber pigtails,
connected to the RGOA 060 optronic unit by aids of Amphenol 906
-or compatible type -fiber optic connectors.
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For multi mode fibers, the following figures for coupled optical
power (min value) and receiver sensitivity are valid:

Optical power coupied:
receiver sensitivity:
total system gain:

19 dB (80 JlW)
-5 dB 320 (nW)
24 dB

850 nm:

1300 nrn: Optical power looupled: 15.4 dB (35 Jl W)
receiver sensiti,vity: -12.6 dB (55 nW)
total system gaiin: 28 dB

A system margin of 5 dB is recomrnended.

Hence, the maximum pernlissible system loss is 19 dB for 850 nm
multimode and 23 dB for :L300 nm multimode systems.

Examples on typical calculations are given below.

Ex. 1: Fiber Optic System Loss Tabulation for 850 nm System

LED optical power coupled (minimum) 80 JLW= 19 dBJL

Connector loss = 2.0 dB

Fiber loss:
Attenuation 4.8 Km (3 :Miles)
(3 dB/Km) = 14.5 dB
Splices 3 x 0.5 dB = 1.5 dB
Exit Loss = 0.2 dB
System Margin = 5.0 dB

23.2 dB~

dB~
dB~
dB~

Total loss -

Received power
Receiver sensitivity
Excess power

-4.2
-5

0.8

-

Ex. 2: Fiber Optic System! Loss TabulatioD for 1300 Dm System

LED optical power coupled (minimum) 15.4 dBJ.L

Connector loss = 2.0 dB

Fiber loss:
Attenuation 20 Km (12.4 miles)
(1.0 dB/Km) = 20.0 dB
Splices 3 x 0.2 dB = 0.6 dB
Exit loss = 0.2 dB
System Margin = 5.0 dB

Total loss 25.8 dB

-10.4 dB~
-12.6 dB~

2.2 dB~

-

Received power
Receiver sensitivity
Excess power

-
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Requirements on the current transformers
Current transformers type TPX, TPY or TPZ can be used. Type TPY
and TPZ are preferred, since the remanent flux in the core is limited
to a small value in these (~'s.

For stability in cage of externaI faults with large through fault
currents~ the CT~s at both line ends should be of the same type and
have approximately the same saturation factor (ALF) at the actual
secondaryload. I

The current transformer secondary limiting emf (E2max) shall meet
the requirement.

Isn..?: IKmar. a .]p;
s

1;2 + RCT + RL

where

a = 1 for 50 Hz
a = 1.6 for 60 Hz

IKmax = maximum fundamental frequency current fed into the line
end in cage of an internai fault

Isn = rated primary current of the CT

Ipn
= rated secondary cu:rrent of the CT

= CT secondary winding resistance

RL = Secondary winding resistance (loop resistance for direct
earthed systems) and additionalload on the same core
as. RADHO

For the above requirement, a dc time-constant of max 120 ms for
the Det is assumed.

TESTING AND COMMISSIONING
Equipment for the test For the tests recommended here, the following equipment is suitable:

......

500 V megger
secondary injection testing set e.g. type SVERKER
multipurpose instrument
test handle RTXH 18 (2 pcs)
measuring pin RTXM
blocking pins RTXB

Note: Switch off the auxiliary dc voltage before withdrawing or
inserting any of the plug-in units in the telecommunications
system. Plug-in units which have been withdrawn from the
rack must be handled in such a war that the components are
not exposed to static voltage.
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CHECK AND TESTING
The following six points should be followed when checking and
testing the equipment.

1. General inspection
2. General check of comlections
3. Insulation test
4. Check of communication channel
5. Secondary injection test
6. Ratio and polarity check of main current transformers

General inspection Inspect the relay visually 1:0 discover any damaged relay modul e or
wiring.

Check that the relay has the correct rated data stamped on the rating
plate i.e." rated current, rated voltage, rated dc voltage, and that all
modules shown in the valid Product Specification are included.

All screws should be checked to ensure that they are fim1ly
tightened,. Check also that all internaI wiring connections are
secured.

General check of connections

Check by inspection that all extemal wiring is properly crimped on to
I the sockets and securely fa.stened in the felar terminal bases.

Check that all extemal wiring is properly routed to the relay and
terminates in the correct points in both ends by reference to the
wiring dia.gram and make sure that there is no interruption in the
current transformer circuit:s.

When it is necessary to remove a wire connected directly to the felar
base, the RTXD extraction tool must be used. It is a good practice to
leave the tool in the terminal base to facilitate returning the wire to
the correct terminal point.

Check according to the valid relay system circuit diagram and
measure on the RADHO input terminals all connected externaI dc
voltages. Confirm that all d.c. voltages are within the specified rated
values and with correct po1.arity.

lnsulation test

....

Oren and ground the protected line section when necessary
Remove the earth connections in CT circuits
Isolate auxiliary supplies
Measure insulation resistance to earth on the primary side of the
summation transformer

When necessary the insulatj,on resistance to earth from
dc-connections may be measured.

Note! There are capacitors connected from the input terminals (116
and 118) via terminal 117 of the dc/dc-converter to chassis.
Before using the megger the wire between this terminal 117
and chassis has to be removed.
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Replace the CT circuits earth connections and restore the
auxili,ary supplies.

.

Check of the communication equipment
.Switch off the auxiliar;'{ voltage (EL). Check that the "LDC"

(Loss of aux. voltage) target and the 'Warm LDC" relay in input
unit RGKL 060 operate.

.Withdraw the optronic unit RGOA 060 from the rack and check
that the jumpers jl, j2 and j3 on the TX/RX card have the
correct settings:

i~~~

134>I

jumper

I jl

!j2

'3l

3<1>

IH

InseTt the unit. Be careful not to damage the optic fibres when
removing and inserting the, unit!

.Insert a RTXH 18 test handle in the test device in both the local
and remote end relays.

.Switch on the auxiliary voltage for the relay in both the local and
the remote end.

.Check that the "guard", carrier "12 V" and "50 V" LED's are
illuminated.

Connect the dc mA meter in series with the dc auxiliary supply EL
+ input to the dc/dc converter terminal and measure the power

consumption.

The normal power consumption is < 15 w, i.e. < 70 mA at 220 V
dc or < 150 mA at 110 dc. Apply a dc voltage of specified value to
the DTr-input terminal 12'7:317 (+) and 127:318 (-).

See that the "DTT send" lliD is activated.

Apply a voltage to the remote end Dn-input. Check that the "Dn
rec" LED and the "DTT" target operate and that the "Guard" LED
tums off. Check also that the DTT -output relay is activated.
To check the setting of the time delar for the direct transfer trip, the
best war is to arrange a loop. Connect the DTT -output, terminal
101:16, to the DTT-input, terminal 133:317, at one end. Note that
this is only possible if UL and RL is the same voltage system.
Activate the DTT -input at the other end of the line and check that
the time until a DTT -output is achieved at that end is the sum of the
set delar on the two protections + 6 ms.

Disconnect the wire between 101:16 and 133:317.
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Secondary injection test
The secondary injection test is performed with the RTXH 18 test
handle inserted and the aux. voltage switched on for the RADHO
relays in both the local and the remote ends.

.

Check that the two padding resistors (see Fig. 6) are set
to 467 ohms

I o o
o o l

I B O
O O
O B

lo o

'-I~~~:!:]-
Fig. 6 Padding resistor setting panel

Note: The lowest terminals are test points, and not used for setting
the padding resistors.

.

Connect the secondary injection testing set in tum between
terminals RI-NI (3-6), SI-NI (4-6) and TI-NI (5-6) and check
that the felar operates for 0.22-0.26, 0.28-0.33 and 0.35-0.45
times the rated current respectively. The voltage across the test
terminals (the lowest terminals at the tap-board in the front of
RXDHL 4) will be about 11 V at operation. The test terminals
are shown in Fig. 6.

Check also that the "CDT'" target operates.

Note that the relay at the other end should also operate.

The relay operating time may be checked in a conventionaI manner
with a current twice the pick-up value. This should give an operating
time of 35.-45 msec.

If currents above 2.5 times pick-up are applied, the voltage limiting
diodes will start to clip. To ,ivoid excessive heating, do not keep such
currents on longer than necessary. It is also desirable to test the relay
with a relatively high impedance current source so as to reduce the
power dissipation of the voltage limiting diodes at the higher
currents.

Check the communication equipment and the secondary operating
values for the RADHO relay in the remote station in the same war
as indicated above.
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CT ratio and polarity test
.The current ratio of the main CT's should have been checked by

primary injection.
If the line is carrying a load current of at least 10% of Gr rated
current, the Gr polarity test can be carried out as folIows:

.Short-circuit the output of the current transformers at both line
ends.

.Remove the RTXH 18 test handle and insert RTXB blocking pins
in the trip output terminals of RADHO both line ends.

.Connect a voltmeter to the test terminals on the RXDHL 4 unit.
(The same electrical points are also available on terminals 421
and 422 on the rear of the terminal base, using wires with 10 A
Combiflex sockets.)
Disconnect, on both relays the wires to P2 and P3 on the SLCE 8
summation transformers.Make sure that the phase S and T
current transformers are short-circuited on the secondary side
before the wires to P2 and P3 are disconnected!

Remove the short-circuiting of the R-phase mai n Cf's at both line
ends and observe the voltage across the test point. The voltage
should be less than 1 volt if the capacitive charging current of the
cable/line is negligible. A capacitive charging current of 10% of
rated cf primary current gives a voltage of about 4 volts.

A high voltage indicates wrong polarity (or different CT ratios).

When the R-phase CT's are checked to be correct, restore the
connection to P2 on the summation transformer on both line ends.
Remove carefully the short--circuiting of the S-phase current
transformers at both line ends. Check that the voltage across the test
points is low. Restore the connection to terminals P3 on the
summation transformers, remove the short-circuiting of the T -phase
current transformers and check that the voltage across the test points
is low.

Note: The input terminals should be temporarily short-circuited if
the voltage across the test points due to wrong polarity or
different CT ratios becomes more than 10 volts.
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TECHNICAL DATA

1,2or5A

3 VA, total for 3 phases

2x In
50-60 Hz

25-42% of In
64-126% of In

45 ms at 2 x pick-up

850 nrn: 19 dB
1300 nrn: 23 dB

Rated current, In

Power consumption

Continuous overload
capacity
Frequency

Sensitivity:
earth faults
phase faults

Operating time

Max. permissible system loss
for multi-mode fibres
(fibre plus splices
and connectors)

Auxiliary power
supply voltage, EL 24-36 V; 48-60 V or

110-250 V

Auxiliary input
interface voltage, RL 48-60 V; 110-125 V

or 220-250 V

PerDlissible ambient
temperature -25°C to + 55°C

Indications, maintained
light reflecting,
rotating disc. Current Differential Trip

Direct Transfer 'fiip
Loss of Aux. Voltage

1-3 or 5-15 A
97%
55 ms

Current relay RXIG211)
scale
reset ratio
operate time, at 1.1 x set valne

Timer RXKE 11)
scale 20 ms to 99 s

RXMSl

300/250 V

4A
20A
lODA

30A

Contacts
Maximum voltage between
the lines dc/ac
Current carrying capacity:

Continuously
Is
lOms

Making and conducting
capacity during 200 ms
Breaking capacity:

ac, P.F. > 0.4, max 250 V
dc, UR < 40 ms, max 48 V
55 V
110 V
125 V
220 V
250 V

lOA
l.2A
lA
0,3 A
0.2SA
O.lSA
0.l2A

Mass 12.0 kg

1) Only for RADHO completed with tirne-delayed back-up o/c relays.
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REFERENCE Buyer's Guide, RADHO BO3-7010E

Test switch type RTXP 18 lMDB12006-EN

Dc/dc converter type RX1lJG 21H 1MDB 13 0O4-EN

Tripping relay type RXMS .1 lMDBO8003-EN
Current relay type RXIG 21

Timer type RXKE 1

lMDBO9004-EN

lMDBO8005-EN

Trip relay type RXME 18 lMDBO8003-EN

ABB Relays -~
ABB Relays AB ABB Relays AG ABB PowerT&D Ca.
S-72171 CH-5401 Relays
Västerås, Sweden Baden, Switzerland Coral Springs, Fia.,
Phone +4621321300 Phone +41 56752386 33065 USA
Fax +4621146918 Fax +4156226718 Phone +1305752-6700

Fax + 1 305 752-6700 ext 2283


